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Abstract— In this paper a general framework for the
design and analysis of robust anti-windup compensators is
presented. The proposed framework combines the Weston-
Postlethwaite anti-windup scheme with ideas from residual
generation and robust high-performance control architec-
tures. It is shown that the framework is well connected to
the Youla controller parameterization and to fault toler-
ant/detection schemes. Furthermore, the proposed frame-
work provides a transparent analysis of the interactions
between the different design parameters which allows for
a clear design trade-off between robust stability and robust
performance for the saturated and unsaturated closed-
loops.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Anti-windup (AW) compensation is a common ap-
proach used by control engineers to cope with actuator
saturation and many methods are available to assist with
its construction (see, for example [2], [6], [11] and
references therein). With few exceptions, most available
methods tackle the problems of stability and perfor-
mance by (implicitly) assuming that the AW design
inherits the robustness properties of the robust linear
system [7], [13]. This makes some intuitive sense and
indeed, if the uncertainty present in the real system
is sufficiently small, standard AW techniques can be
applied with some confidence. In [10] it was argued
that robust stability of the linear system was only a
necessarycondition for robust stability of the saturated
closed-loop system. Indeed, in that reference it was
demonstrated that a saturated closed-loop system which
behaved well using a “good” static AW design was
actually destabilised when uncertainty was introduced.

Recently, several researchers [5], [10], [4] have ap-
proached the robust anti-windup problem by trying to
incorporate robustness directly into the design of the
anti-windup compensator or by adding additional filters
to improve the robustness of the nominal AW compen-
sator.

The aim of this paper is to present a general frame-
work for robust anti-windup design and analysis. The ar-
chitecture proposed combines the Weston-Postlethwaite
anti-windup (W&P-AW) scheme with ideas from resid-
ual generation and robust high-performance control. It is
shown that the robust anti-windup design is dependent
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on three design parameters: two arising from the left and
right coprime factors of the nominal plant and the third
being the well-known free-parameter from the Youla
controller parameterization.

II. A NTI-WINDUP PROBLEM DEFINITION

Traditionally, the aim of AW compensation was rather
subjective, although now [7], [13], [14] it is accepted to
mean the modification of a nominal (linear) controller
– with good performance and robustness in the uncon-
strained case– so that:
1. The desired closed-loop performance and robustness

are achieved when the initial conditions and reference
signals do not cause saturation.

2. In the event of saturation, the constrained response
is close to the unconstrained behaviour (although
obviously limited by infeasible demands).

3. The recovery of the desired characteristics after sat-
uration is fast.
A scheme that represents most anti-windup configu-

rations is given in [13], see Figure 1, where an inter-
pretation of the conditioning for any controllerK(s) =
[Kw(s) Ko(s)] is given in terms of a single transfer func-
tion M(s) (which is actually a right coprime factor of the
nominal input plantGo(s) whereG(s) = [Gd(s) Go(s)]∈
R H ∞). For global stability guarantees, the generalized
plant G(s) is assumed exponentially stable.
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Fig. 1. Weston-Postlethwaite AW scheme.

The signalw ∈ R
nw is the reference command,d ∈

R
nd is the disturbance on the plant andy ∈ R

p is the
plant output. The control signal isu∈R

m and the actual
plant input is sat(u) = um∈R

m. The signalsud ∈R
m and

yd ∈ R
p are produced by the anti-windup compensator

[(M− I)′ (GoM)′]′.



The saturation and deadzone functions can be defined
as

sat(u) =





sat1(u1)
...

satm(um)



 Dz(u) =





Dz1(u1)
...

Dzm(um)



 (1)

where for alli ∈ {1, . . . ,m} the saturation nonlinearity is
given by sati(ui) = sign(ui)min(|ui |, ūi); the dead-zone
by Dzi(ui) = sign(ui)max(0, |ui | − ūi); and ūi > 0 is a
fixed bound. Relating both functions through the identity
sati(ui) = ui −Dzi(ui), it can be shown that Figure 1 can
be re-drawn as in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. W&P-AW analytical representation.

Figure 2 reveals an attractive decoupling into a nomi-
nal linear system, a nonlinear loop, and a disturbance
filter. Note that if no saturation occurs ( ˜u = 0), then
the nominal linear system is all that is required to
determine the system’s behaviour. However, if saturation
occurs ( ˜u 6= 0), the nonlinear loop and disturbance filter
become active. Using this representation, the question of
global stability for the complete system is translated into
determining whether the nonlinear loop is stable. Also,
note that the dynamics of the disturbance filter determine
the manner in which the nominal linear behaviour is
affected during and after saturation.

It is well understood that the model of the system,
G(s) is not a perfect representation of the true system
and that uncertainty will inevitably be present. Unfor-
tunately, as stressed in [11], most anti-windup schemes
assume that the model of the plant is a good represen-
tation of the true system and hence do not account for
uncertainty explicitly.

In order to see the difficulty which arises from the
presence of uncertainty, consider the uncertain plant
given byG̃(s) = [Gd(s) Go(s)+∆G(s)] (we are assum-
ing additive uncertainty since it is one of the most gen-
eral and widely used representations for uncertainty in
engineering). Starting from Figure 1 withG(s) replaced
by G̃(s) and following the loop manipulations from [10],
it is easy to re-draw that configuration as in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Uncertain W&P-AW analytical set-up.

Note that the term∆GM : ũ 7→ y∆ destroys the de-
coupling of the linear system and nonlinear loop. This
loss of decoupling forces several assumptions in order to
obtain global stability results, mainly that the uncertainty
∆G(s) is asymptotically stable and small in some sense.
This in turn forces a Small-Gain argument for the sta-
bility of the saturated system which reduces its general
applicability (to systems within the family obtained from
the reduced uncertainty).

Based on the presence of uncertainty, a robust anti-
windup problem [5], [10] can be defined as requiring
fulfilment of the three initial “nominal” anti-windup
objectives for all uncertain plants within the family
G̃(s) – where the uncertainty∆G(s) ∈ R H∞ is bounded
||∆G(s)||∞ ≤ 1. A so-called “weakened” version of the
robust AW problem [4] is similarly formulated but
requires only nominal performance and robust stability
(hence, the weakened condition with respect to robust
performance).

III. H IGH-PERFORMANCECONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Before presenting the robust AW scheme, the
high-performance control architecture [9], [16] from
which the proposed scheme arises is reviewed. ’High-
performance’ in this context is defined as shifting the fo-
cus on the standard performance/robustness trade-off to
the performance side (including disturbance rejection).

Let the nominal plantG(s) and controllerK(s) have
the following right and left coprime factorizations:

G(s) = [Gd Go] = [Nd No] M−1 = M̃−1[Ñd Ño] (2)

K(s) = [Kw Ko] = [Uw Uo] V−1 = Ṽ−1[Ũw Ũo] (3)

whereNo,M,Ño,M̃,Uo,V,Ũo,Ṽ ∈ R H∞ must satisfy the
double coprime factorization
[

Ṽ −Ũo
−Ño M̃

][

M Uo
No V

]

=

[

M Uo
No V

][

Ṽ −Ũo
−Ño M̃

]

=

[

I 0
0 I

]

(4)
Consider the system̃G(s) = Go(s)+∆G(s) (to simplify

the presentation it is assumed, without loss of generality,



that there are no disturbances). The Youla parameteri-
zation [15] describes the class of all proper controllers
that stabilise the system in terms of a free-parameter
Qc(s) ∈ R H∞:

Ko(Qc) = (Ṽ +QcÑo)
−1(Ũo +QcM̃) (5)

such thatdet(Ṽ +QcÑo)(∞) 6= 0.
Using an alternative implementation of the above

Youla parameterization, reference [9] proposed an ar-
chitecture for high-performance controllers, see Figure
4. This architecture allows for a separation principle on
the controller and has connections with the generalised
internal model control (GIMC) [16].
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Fig. 4. High-performance GIMC-Youla Structure.

As remarked in [16], the architecture from Figure 4 is
based on the concept of residual generators (dependent
on a model of the system and thus related to the internal
model control approach). This concept is well-known in
the field of fault detection and isolation (FDI) where it
is used to detect and isolate faults in a monitored system
using its input and output signals. A general frequency
residual generator can be obtained using the left coprime
factorization of the nominal plantGo(s) = M̃−1Ño [3],
[1]:

r = Qc r̃ = Qc (Ñou− M̃y )

=Qc (Ño u− Ño u− M̃∆Gu) = −QcM̃∆Gu
(6)

For FDI purposes, the filterQc(s) is chosen to min-
imise the effects of uncertainty and disturbances while
maximizing that of the faults (also present in ˜r(s) if
there are any) but its output signalr(s) is not fed
back to the controller. On the other hand, within the
high-performance framework, the Youla parameterQc(s)
is interpreted as a robust controller that only takes
action in the feedback loop whenever exogenous signals
(e.g. disturbances and faults) or model uncertainties are
present, i.e when the primary residual ˜r(s) is non-zero.

Note that in the latter fashion, the design of the nomi-
nal controllerKo(s) (hence, of the nominal performance
characteristics for the closed loop) is independent of the
design of the robustifying controllerQc(s) (which sets
the closed-loop robust performance).

The relation of the architecture in Figure 4 with the
Youla parameterization is clear, i.e. the transfer function

from the exogenous signalw(s) and plant outputy(s) to
the control output signalu(s) is:

u = Ṽ−1
(

Ũw w+Ũo y+QcM̃ y−QcÑo u
)

= (Ṽ +QcÑo)
−1

(

Ũw w+(Ũo+QcM̃) y
) (7)

Notice that the second term of the above equation,
TR.P. : u → y, is indeed equal to the Youla controller
parameterization from equation (5).

IV. A G ENERAL ROBUST AW FRAMEWORK

In this section the proposed framework for the design
and analysis of robust AW compensators is given. The
main idea is to combine the strengths of the W&P-
AW scheme from Section II (its ease of analysis and
the decoupling between the nominal linear and nonlin-
ear loops) with the advantages of the previous high-
performance architecture (its decoupled design for the
nominal and robust performance objectives).

It is noted that the W&P-AW scheme is the dual
of Kothare’s unified conditioning approach [7], [13],
and that all the linear anti-windup schemes can be
represented in terms of the latter, thus the proposed
framework is applicable to all AW linear schemes.

Using the plant inputum(s) and outputy(s) as the
inputs to the residual generator from equation (6) and
assuming the outputr(s) of the robustifying controller
Q(s) is directly fed to the plant outputy(s), the schemes
from Figures 1 and 4 are easily combined to form the
proposed robust AW architecture, Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. General Robust AW architecture.

From direct observation of the configuration in Figure
5 it is clear how this robust AW scheme operates in order
to achieve its objectives in the presence of saturation
and/or uncertainty:
Case 1. No uncertainty (˜r = 0), no saturation ( ˜u = 0).

The nominal linear loop(Go,K) retains the
performance and stability objectives for which
it was designed.

Case 2. No uncertainty (˜r = 0), saturation ( ˜u 6= 0). The
configuration from Figure 1 is obtained – with
the aforementioned advantages for anti-windup
synthesis and analysis.



Case 3. Uncertainty (˜r 6= 0), no saturation ( ˜u = 0). The
filter QM̃ becomes a robustifying controller
which minimizes the uncertainty effect on the
nominal loop(Go,K), see Figure 6.
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Case 4. Uncertainty (˜r 6= 0) and saturation ( ˜u 6= 0).
Similarly to the previous case, the filterQM̃
represents an additional degree-of-freedom to
robustify the saturated closed-loop.

Since one of the goals of the proposed robust AW
scheme is to incorporate the “nice” analytical nature of
W&P-AW, the same manipulations required to obtain the
input-output maps in Figure 2 are followed to obtain the
analytical configuration of Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Analytical representation of the robust AW architecture.

Not surprisingly, the analytical scheme in Figure 7
can be divided into similar partitions as Figure 2: linear
loop, nonlinear loop, and disturbance (now also with
robustification) filters.

It is observed that the linear and nonlinear loops are
still coupled although this time through the termym =
(I −QM̃)∆Gum. Also, there is a further coupling on the
outer-loopy= ylin +y∆−yd due to the robustifying filter
y∆ = QM̃∆Gum. A large amount of design freedom lies in
the free parameter,Q(s), and there are two particularly
striking choices:

1) Q = 0. In this case the results of [10] and thus
Figure 2 are recovered; the coupling with the outer-
loop is lost while the coupling between the linear
and nonlinear loop occurs due to the uncertainty
∆G(s). This implies that nominal stability is af-
fected by the presence of uncertainty and saturation,

and therefore the design of AW compensators need
to account for this coupling. Furthermore, global
stability conditions are limited by the Small-Gain
Theorem – see Section II. This is the set-up used
recently in a robust anti-windup LMI approach
[10], which tries to optimize the stability robustness
by minimizing theL2 gain of the mapTr : ulin 7→
um.

2) Q= M̃−1. In this case a complete decoupling of the
linear and nonlinear loops is obtained. Indeed, this
case represents a loop shifting of the uncertainty
coupling from the inner linear loop to the outer-
loop. This has obvious advantages as in this case
a Small-Gain condition for global stability of the
saturated system isnot necessary(although it is
desirable for robust performance). Moreover, this
implies that minimization of the mapTp : ulin 7→ yd
(as in [11]) would automatically result in a stable
system, regardless of the uncertainty present.

Therefore, choosingQ = M̃−1 implies essentially un-
conditional robust stability at the expense of robust per-
formance; whileQ= 0, implies the potential of nominal
robustness recovery during saturation and nominal linear
behaviour in the absence of saturation.

In terms of analysing the performance of the anti-
windup design (choice ofM(s)), the three operational
modes from [13] can be followed for the nominal
and uncertain systems. These modes correspond to the
AW objectives from Section II and measure the AW
performance based on the time spent in modesII
and III (i.e. time spent during saturationtsat and time
spent after saturation to recover linear behaviourtrec,
respectively). The difference in both times between the
nominal (∆G(s) = 0) and uncertain cases (∆G(s) 6= 0)
indicate the degradation on the AW performance due to
the presence of uncertainty (ideally, the total difference
should be minimum).

V. SYNTHESIS OF THEDESIGN PARAMETERS

Roughly speaking, from Figure 7, it is noted thatM(s)
can be designed to tackle standard AW performance and
stability goals, i.e. minimizing the mapTp : ulin → yd;
and the choice ofQ(s) can be used to trade-off robust
stability and robust performance (of the unsaturated and
saturated closed-loop) in a clear manner, i.e. minimising
TRS: ulin → ym versus minimizingTRP : ulin → y∆. Fur-
thermore, from Figure 5, the factors̃No(s) andM̃(s) can
be selected so that the primary residual signal ˜r(s) better
captures the uncertainty (or exogenous disturbances and
faults).

Indeed, in [13] it was noted that a possible choice
for M(s) was one of the right coprime factor for the
nominal plant Go(s). Similarly, in [1], [16] it was
shown that the parameters̃M(s) andÑo(s) where chosen
to be the left coprime factors of the nominal plant.
Therefore, before providing guidelines for the synthesis
of the above design parameters (M(s), M̃(s), Ño(s),



Q(s)), the connection of the robust AW scheme with the
Youla parameterization is highlighted again –by deriving
the equivalent transfer function to the mapping from
equation (7).

A. Relationship to Youla parametrization

Starting from Figure 5, using the coprime factoriza-
tions of the nominal plantGo(s) and controllerKo(s)
from equations (2-3), and including the AW signal ˜u(s)
in the transfer function, yields:

u = ulin −ud = ulin − (M− I ) ũ (8)

ulin =Ṽ−1
(

Ũww+Ũoyd +Ũoy+Ũor
)

=Ṽ−1
(

Ũww+ŨoGoM ũ+Ũoy

+ŨoQÑoum−ŨoQM̃y
)

(9)

Using the relationship between saturated and unsatu-
rated signals from equation (8) together with the signal
ud(s) = (M(s)− I )ũ(s) gives:

ũ = u−um = (ulin −ud)−um⇒ um = ulin −Mũ (10)

which substituted in equation (9) yields:

Ṽulin =Ũww+(Ũo−ŨoQM̃)y+ŨoQÑoulin

+(ŨoGoM−ŨoQÑoM)ũ
(11)

Finally, noting (ŨoGoM − ŨoQÑoM) = (Ũo −
ŨoQM̃)GoM, we get:

ulin = (Ṽ −ŨoQÑo)
−1

(

Ũww+(Ũo−ŨoQM̃)y
)

+ (Ṽ −ŨoQÑo)
−1(Ũo−ŨoQM̃)GoMũ

(12)

Now, in order to compare properly with the high-
performance architecture from Section III, substitute
Qc = −Ũ−1

o Q in the previous equation:

ulin = (Ṽ +QcÑo)
−1

(

Ũww+(Ũo+QcM̃)y
)

+ (Ṽ +QcÑo)
−1(Ũo +QcM̃)GoM ũ

(13)

which compared to equation (7), represents the sim-
plified two degrees-of-freedom Youla parameterization
with an additional term. This additional term is indeed
equal to the Youla parameterization in equation (5) but
driven by the anti-windup signalyd(s) = GoMũ(s).

This connection to the Youla parameterization rein-
forces the design guidelines found in [13] for the anti-
windup parameterM(s), and in [1], [16] for the residual
generator parameters̃No(s) and M̃(s). That is, they are
chosen as the standard coprime factors:

[

M− I
No

]

=

[
A+BF B

F 0
C+DF D

]

(14)

[
Ño M̃

]
=

[
A+LC B+LD L

C D I

]

(15)

where F(s) and L(s) are the state feedback and ob-
server gains chosen so that(A + BF) and (A + LC)
are stable and also satisfy requirements on damping
and frequency for nominal performance. The state-space
matrices (A,B,C,D) come from a minimal realisation of
Go(s).

B. Design guidelines
Using the previous guidelines and comments, the

following algorithm is proposed for the design of robust
AW compensators:
Step 1. Design a 2 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) con-

troller K(s) = [Kw Ko] to satisfy the required
performance and stability objectives for the
nominal plantGo(s) under no saturation.

Step 2. Design a nominal AW compensator (i.e. design
M(s) ≡ designF in equation (14)) to satisfy the
nominal anti-windup objectives: i) minimization
of the deviation between the behaviour of the
nonlinear and linear loops during saturation;
ii) fast recovery of the linear behaviour after
saturation.

Step 3. DesignQ(s) and coprime factorsM̃(s),Ño(s)
(i.e. find Q(s) and L in equation (15)) so that
the nominal performance and stability objectives
for the unsaturated and saturated cases are min-
imally degraded in the presence of uncertainty.

From Figure 7, and as mentioned at the beginning
of the section, the two key robust stability and robust
performance mappings areTRS : ulin → ym and TRP :
ulin → y∆. Thus essentially Step 3 of the design guide-
lines reduces to finding

µ := min
Q(s),M̃(s)∈R H ∞

∥
∥
∥
∥

[
W1TRS
W2TRP

]∥
∥
∥
∥

i,2
(16)

whereW1 andW2 are the linear operators associated with
some appropriate transfer function matrices1.

This is a difficult optimization problem; however note
that

µ= min
Q(s),M̃(s)∈R H ∞

∥
∥
∥
∥

[

W1(I −QM̃)
W2QM̃

]

∆GTr

∥
∥
∥
∥

i,2

≤ min
Q(s),M̃(s)∈R H ∞

(∥
∥
∥
∥

[
W1(I −QM̃)

W2QM̃

]∥
∥
∥
∥

∞
‖∆G‖∞‖Tr‖i,2

)

=‖∆G‖∞‖Tr‖i,2 min
Q(s),M̃(s)∈R H ∞

∥
∥
∥
∥

[

W1(I −QM̃)
W2QM̃

]∥
∥
∥
∥

∞
︸ ︷︷ ︸

γRS/RP

(17)

So Step 3 of the guidelines reduces to the standardH∞
optimization problem:

γRS/RP = min
Q(s),M̃(s)∈R H ∞

∥
∥
∥
∥

[
W1(I −QM̃)

W2QM̃

]∥
∥
∥
∥

∞
(18)

1We do not distinguish between a rational linear operator andits
transfer function.



As is standard in the AW literature, the plantG̃(s) is
assumed to be exponentially stable for global stability
guarantees2. Thus, the implementation of the residual
generator could be given by ˜r(s) = Q(s)(Go(s)um(s)−
y(s)), i.e. Ño(s) = Go(s) andM̃(s) = I . In this case, the
third step of the above algorithm focuses onQ(s) and
our optimization problem reduces to that of seeking

Q⋆(s) = arg min
Q(s)∈R H ∞

∥
∥
∥
∥

[

W1(I −Q)
W2Q

]∥
∥
∥
∥

∞
(19)

which should typically yield low-orderQ(s) as the
weightsW1(s),W2(s) would typically also be low order.

Furthermore, using this special factorization for the
residual generator we can relate our approach to the so-
called weakened AW approach [4], developed using the
filter F(s) ≡ I −Q(s). Results on this relationship will
be reported elsewhere.

An example of the proposed approach applied to
robustification of static and low-order AW designs is
presented in [8].

VI. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ROBUST
AW A RCHITECTURE

As a final remark, note that the direct implementation
of the five-block robust AW compensator shown in
Figure 5 will increase the total number of states in
the closed loop bynq states fromQ(s) plus five times
the nominal plant statesnp since there are independent
blocks for(M(s)− I), Ño(s), M̃(s) andGo(s)M(s). This
can be largely reduced following the standard implemen-
tation of the coprime factors as given in the formulae
above, see Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Practical implementation of the robust AW architecture.

Further state reductions can be accomplished by using
controller reduction techniques such as those in [15]
or frequency-weighted coprime factor reductions [12].
Alternatively, they can be achieved by noting that the
proposed robust AW approach is especially practical
for static or low-order AW approaches [11]. Indeed,
choosingQ(s) static and using the implementation in

2This is a standard requirement for even the non-robust anti-windup
problem.

Figure 8, means that the number of states required are
the same as for a standard full-order AW compensator,
see [8].

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

A general framework for the design and analysis of ro-
bust anti-windup compensators has been presented. The
proposed framework combines the W&P-AW scheme
with a high-performance control architecture which in-
cludes a residual generator. This combination of schemes
results in an analytical framework where the interactions
between the different design parameters is transparent
and which can be used to simplify the trade-off, during
the synthesis stage, between robust stability and robust
performance for the saturated and unsaturated closed-
loops.
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